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Shadows of brimstone rules

Shadow Reference Guide Brimstone Heroes Threat Revive Tokens 1 Low 2 2 Low 2 3 Medium 2 4 Medium 0 5 High 1 6 High 0 If 1 or 2 heroes, Epic threat replaced with High threat. Each of the 3 Advanced Allies counts as 1 hero for the graph above. Highest Level Enemy Bonus 1-2 3 1 Elite Ability 4 2
Elite 5-6 Brutal 7 Brutal Abilities + 1 Elite 8 Brutal Ability + 2 Elite Ability Limit Side Bags: 5 maximum Weight tokens: 5 + Strength Clothing: 1 per badge type: 1 badge can be carried TipOptional Rules: Heroes cannot complete found (such as opposing initial items/purchase) with a value higher than: Level
Gear Price Limit 1 $500 or less 2 $600 or less 3 $700 or less 4 $800 or less 5+ No Trading Items You can trade goods/gold/dark stones adjacent (in Combat) or on the same map tiles (not in Fight). Min Skill: 1 [Official Rule Change] Min Skill: 6 [Official Rule Change] Durations Turn - Each game turns
during adventure. Fight - From the time the enemy is placed on the board until there are no more Enemies on the board (or until the Adventure is over, whichever comes first). Adventure - From when heroes are placed on the tile map early until the Mission is completed (through success or failure) and the
Hero has completed elements of the End of Adventure such as Corruption Hits from the Dark Stone brought, etc. Journeys - From when heroes decide which city they are Traveling to the Dangers of the last Journey has been completed and the Hero arrives in the City (or is forced to go straight to the
beginning of the next Adventure). Town Stay - From when a Hero arrives in the City until the Hero leaves town. Day in the City – One Day in the City; from the beginning of the day until each City Event is rolled out to/completed. Location Visit - For a Day in the City; from the moment a Hero scrolls on the
Location Event Chart for the selected Location until the Hero decides that they are finished at that Location. Start of Adventure Choose the next Mission to play Reset Your Hero's Capability Token (if any) Reset Your Hero to 1 Grit for the new Adventure Note that Any Cuts and Damage to Sanity taken
while Traveling and Town Stay stay with the Hero to start the next Adventure. At the End of Each Adventure At the end of each Adventure, each Hero must do the following, in order: Recover if KO'd (scrolling in the Injury/Madness Chart) Fully Heals Your Health and Sanity Remove any markers of Status
Effects Overcome Any Reward/Failure result of mission roll for corruption of Dark Stone Roll D6 for each Dark Stone (loose or in item). 1-3: Corruption Hit (No Grit Rerolls) Save vs Corruption Hits as normal. (Probably reroll with Grit) Reset Your Hero Capability Token (if any) Reset Your Hero to Grit for
Traveling/Town Stay We will include two promo cards with this order. Shadows of Brimstone: Swamps of Death Revised Core Set New edition of the classic Shadows of Brimstone: Swamp Swamp Death has a complete set of all new miniatures redesigned for all Heroes and Enemies. In fewer pieces,
and with better proportions and larger details, these are some of the best miniature Shadows of Brimstone produced to date! The set also comes with full balance and polished passes on every component of the game. This includes all FAQs and corrections since the original release, as well as some
revised mechanics, card capabilities, Hero Early Upgrades, Enemy Elite Charts, City Locations, set icons on cards, new tokens, and some new cards. The revised and updated Rulebook and Adventure Book are both now unique to this Core Set, and feature painting guides for all Heroes and Enemies on
set as well as revised and rebalanced skill trees and Graphic upgrades for all Hero Classes. For veteran brimstone players, this revised Core Set is more than just a beautiful new miniature, they are the pinnacle of polish, balance and feedback from years of adventure in one place. For new players, there
has never been a better time to skate and dive to explore the rich world and unspeakable horrors of Brimstone's shadow! * This Revised Edition Core Set is fully compatible with all previously released material for Shadows of Brimstone.* Shadows of Brimstone: Swamps of Death is a fast-crawling, fully
cooperative, dungeon board game set in the Old West, with a heavy dose of unspeakable horror! Players create characters, taking on roles as classic Western Hero Archetypes, such as Law Man, Gunslinger, or Saloon Girl. Forming an adventurous posse, the Heroes venture into a dark quarry, overrun
with all sorts of ancient demons and rotten creatures from another world. With tactical gameplay, lots of dice, and a powerful card-driven exploration system, no two games are ever the same as a hero exploring mines finding new enemies to fight, new loot to collect, and new dangers to overcome. Players
can even find portals to other worlds, stepping in to continue their adventures on the other side! The attractive campaign system allows players to visit local border towns between adventures, spend their hard-earned loot and build their character from game to game! When players find fantastic equipment
and artifacts to complement their heroes, they also gain experience from their adventures. This experience is used to level up, guiding the hero's path through a vast upgrade tree and specialized classes of new skills and abilities, allowing each player to develop a hero to suit their own style of play. In the
Swamps of Death, players will find a portal to another world's Jargono, a moist swampland inhabited by sentient reptiles, ferocious dinosaurs and humanoid tribes, cut off from returning to their home world many years after their own portals closed. So load your 'six shooters, throw on Hats and ponchos,
and collect the posse when the darkness is coming, and all hell will come loose... in the shadow of Brimstone! It can be used in part with Shadows of Brimstone: City of the Ancients to raise the maximum player to 6. Since this is a heavy product, we might suggest using UPS instead of USPS to ship
orders in the US. Introduction This is the mid-1880s in the Southwestern United States. The small mining town of Brimstone had hit it rich when they discovered a huge sediment of a strange new mineral called the Dark Stone. It has magical properties, is rarer than gold, and very dangerous! In an instant,
the city of Brimstone consumed, the epicentre of a catastrophic supernatural explosion, ripping open portals to another world in the mines, and unleashing the great Darkness to spread across the land! Now hordes of demons pour from the mines to ruin the countryside, and the sky becomes black with
swarms of nightmare creatures. Some brave souls step forward and form the Hero's posse to withstand the Darkness! Shadows of Brimstone™ is a fully cooperative dungeon crawling adventure that enhances the horror themes of the Old West and Unspeakable. Players team up, taking on the roles of
Old West heroes such as Gunslinger, Bandito, Saloon Girl, or Preacher to form Hero Posse, exploring the dark mines around Brimstone, fighting demons and creatures that enter our world through a portal of emptiness. The heroes can even step through portals when they find them, to explore strange
alien worlds on the other side! The game board is created randomly, as you play, through the Deck of Map Cards (one card associated with each board tile). Double-sided plank tiles with Old West rooms or hallways on one side and alien worlds on the other! Shadows of Brimstone Overview game™
combines the best aspects of RPGs, Miniature games, and board games, keeping the focus on fun adventures - fighting creatures, getting Loot, and story-driven encounters. The game is simplified to be fast and fun, keeping exploration and combat easy to understand and open to a wider audience. The
game is popular with both male and female players because each character in the game has a two-sided Hero Sheet with a Male version on one side and a Female version on the other. For example, the Reverend character has Nuns on the reverse side as the female version. Fully Cooperative Dynamic
Gameplay We work hard to inject a lot of replayability into the game. Each Core Set includes 12 missions, with many more that have been released in expansion, and each time a player starts a mission, the game and story unfold in a randomly generated way, using the deck of cards to Dynamically
determines how boards are built, enemies attack, story-based encounters, and even loot that heroes collect. As a fully cooperative adventure, all work together to beat the game - no game master! It also makes the game ideal for playing solo. Shadows of Brimstone has a built-in campaign system,
allowing characters to keep gears and other world artifacts they find, while gaining experience to level up and improve their stats and abilities. Each different Hero Class has a unique skill tree, allowing players to develop and customize their Heroes over multiple games. The difficulty of the game is
designed to scale to the number of players, and the enemy grows more dangerous as the players level up. Most importantly, characters can easily jump in and out of the game, so if one player in the group can't play a week, the group can play missions without them or add new players to an existing
group. Players can also easily bring their established characters to other games, playing with several different groups. While the rich theme of the Old West is gritty and interesting, Shadows of Brimstone comes to life when players step through portals to explore alien worlds with six shooters on hand!



Each of the two Core Sets covers another different world to explore. The City of the Ancients features the Targa Plateau - a frozen alien city once inhabited by a technologically advanced civilization, now empty and kept running by robot guards. Players discover dangers and mysteries at every corner as
they explore the vast ice corridors of the lost city. The Swamps of Death feature the Swamps of Jargono, a wet and murky forest world full of life. The heroes break through the swamps and explore the ancient stone ruins as they hear the thunder drums of the original Serpentman tribe! The shadow of the
Brimstone setting allows for many thematic variations and future expansions – the possibilities are endless. Two Core Sets of Two Core Sets are the same but unique, each featuring different Heroes, Enemies, Other Worlds, Missions, Gear, Encounters, etc. So, gamers can play games with their own
Core Set, or get other Core Sets as a great expansion to duplicate their content! In addition, the game is for 1-4 players with one Core Set, but it evolves to support up to 6 players with both Core Sets combined! Combined!
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